
S t u d e n t  C a s e

S t u d i e s  a t  E d  Tr e e

How Ed Tree has helped students increase in confidence over the last 12
months.

E d  Tr e e

PLANT THE SEED,

GROW AND

SUCCEED.

BATOOL, 15

How Ed Tree has
helped Batool, Year 11, with
her final GCSE exam
preparation.

YASEEN, 10

How Yaseen has started his
11+ journey with Ed Tree.

01. B AT O O L

P RO B LE M

H OW  E D  T R E E  H E LP E D

O U TCO M E

Batool wanted support for her GCSEs. She joined Ed Tree and

received a personalised plan in Maths, English, Biology, Chemistry

and Physics. She initially completed a set of diagnostic assessments

which helped her tutor to pinpoint the areas she needed help in to

accelerate her learning.

Since she started her online tutoring programme (personalised to her needs), she completed over

500 lessons across the home learning platform. Not only did she receive one-to-one online lessons,

she was also guided through exam papers, mark schemes and examiner reports. Her tutor created

a plan which was tailored around her strengths and weaknesses.

She was able to go over the syllabus for Maths, English and Sciences multiple times and completed

a variety of assessment style questions to help prepare her for upcoming mocks and teacher

assessments.

When starting Ed Tree, she found Physics the hardest.

Her initial diagnostic results are shown below:

Batool made great progress in all her subjects,

especially in the three sciences. Where she

took her achievements to a new level. She

improved her scores as follows:
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Thanks to the intelligent home learning platform we can see that Batool studied over 90

hours on our platform. We recognised Batool’s hard work and she is currently

nominated for the Ed Tree Academic Champion Award.

R E CO G N I T I O N

F I N A L

T H O U G H T S

“Ed Tree tutoring is the best tutoring I’ve
experienced. The tutors made me feel so

prioritised as a student and would ensure I
understood topics completely. If I didn’t

understand something the tutors would revise
that topic with me as many times as needed to

make sure I fully understood and learnt the
topic. The tutors always made me feel

comfortable and encouraged me to ask
questions, which would strengthen my

understanding.”

T H A N K F U L

As mentioned our approach with Batool consisted of a

personalised program, one to one tutoring lessons,

independent study on our platform and exam practice.

Thanks to her fantastic efforts she managed to complete

her teacher assessments and mocks with ease. Achieving

Level 9s and 8s in all her core subjects.

“During the

pandemic,

we hardly

had any

lessons with

our school

teachers. My

Ed Tree

tutor was

my main

teacher and

I am

thankful for

their help”.

We are honoured to be part of Batool’s educational journey and proud of her

success. Our tutors played their part but success is due to Batool’s dedication and

effort.

“The Ed Tree website is accessible at any time and

place, so I could revise a topic from anywhere. The

website is really fun and appealing to students and

made learning seem so much more enjoyable and

simple. There is a video and slideshow on every topic

on the Ed Tree website, which is very beneficial as

the method of learning is tailored to the needs of the

student.”

02. YA S E E N

P RO B LE M

H OW  E D  T R E E  H E LP E D

O U TCO M E

Yaseen started Ed Tree during Year 4. He is now a

year 5 student who has been working incredibly

hard with the tutor team at Ed Tree. In addition to

his core subjects, he is preparing for his 11+

entrance exams.

Yaseen is an independent learner who enjoys the automated and tailored support

offered by Ed Tree. He is able to access the lessons which have been personalised

to his exact needs with a click of a few buttons.

We have found that working with our pupils in a flexible manner achieves

optimum results, as opposed to enforcing a strict method of learning that does not

cater to everyone.

Yaseen has achieved some remarkable results on our AI-driven

learning platform, averaging an exceptional 80% and above across

Maths, English, and Science. He has finished all Key stage 2 Maths and

Science content independently and has challenged himself to start the

Key Stage 3 syllabus.

This collaborative approach to

learning at Ed Tree has secured

Yaseen some impressive scores.

Yaseen believes he has excelled

considerably in Maths with an

average score of 90% and an

amazing total of almost 200

online lessons completed just for

Maths.

Yaseen found Verbal Reasoning to be the most challenging for him. However, through our

diagnostics we identified the areas he would need most guidance in and he is working with his

tutor to improve in these topics. We tackled these areas through interactive slides and

stimulating questions to help Yaseen understand and grow. As a result, Ed Tree has boosted

Yaseen’s average score to a notable 81% in this subject over the last three months.
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C H A LLE N G E S

With Ed Tree’s guidance, Yaseen’s early successes have given him the confidence required to

pursue his 11+ exams. He finds the method of learning at Ed Tree enjoyable, engaging and

positively varied. Moving forward, Yaseen would like to work on Non-Verbal Reasoning in

order to be completely prepared for his final exams.

F I N A L  P U S H


